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Abstract: Nonnlinear system control is gennerally difficultt; the
same problem is with chemiccal reactors, whhich belong intoo this
category. It iss necessary to know as muchh information about
a
controlled sysstem as possibble, and on thhis basis a suiitable
controller caan be then proposed. Thhe possibilities of
identification and subsequennt controller deesign are studied in
this paper. Authors
A
are deealing especiallly with exotheermic
semi-batch processes,
p
wheere the tempeerature controol is
necessary.
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exponential foorgetting, semi-bbatch reactor

1. INTRODU
UCTION
Batch andd semi-batch reaactors are widelly used in chem
mical,
biotechnical, and pharmaceeutical industriies. To obtainn the
desired produuct quality duuring the prooduction periodd an
accurate tempperature controol is requiredd. The temperrature
profile in batcch and semi-baatch reactors ussually follows three
stages (Bouheenchir et al, 2006):
2
(i) heatiing of the reaaction
mixture up to the desired reacction temperatuure, (ii) maintennance
of the system at this temperatture and (iii) coooling stage in order
to minimize thhe formation off by-products. Any
A controller used
to control thee reactor must be able to takke into accounnt the
above listed stages. Other difficulties arrise because of the
o the
nonlinearities of the reactors. The importannt requirement of
optimal controol is an accuratte process modeel. It is necessaary to
know as muchh information as
a possible aboout this model. For
this purpose, online identificcation can be used
u
to identify
fy the
model parameeters at the sam
me time when the data are being
b
collected. Thiss can lead to ann improvement of nonlinear syystem
control.
Neural neetwork was appplied to similarr system (Wu et al,
2010) to accommodate the online
o
identificaation of a nonllinear
system.
Thhe authors foound this straategy effectivve in
identification and control off a class of tiime-varying-dellayed
nonlinear dyynamic system
ms. Neural neetworks are often
presented as a suitable methhod to reach exxact results in batch
b
processes. Thee other approacch was used in the next study (Cho
et al, 2008), where the autthors applied a dual-mode (DM)
(
control improved by iterativve learning techhnique. Simulaations
showed that thhe proposed meethod can enhannce the conventtional
DM control with
w small effortts. For rapid andd suitable refereencetrajectory traccking a self-adaaptive predictivve functional coontrol
algorithm by Škrjanc was reecommended (Š
Škrjanc, 2008). This
approach was successful in a reactor withh switching bettween
cold and hot water
w
in the inleet.
This papeer presents ressults of experiiments obtaineed by
simulations of
o the batch process usinng Ziegler-Nichols
controller for the second orrder process with
w
filtration of
o Dcomponent (Z
ZN2FD). These results are com
mpared with autthor’s
previous workk (Novosad, 2007).
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The papper is organiseed as
follows. In seection 2, the seemi-batch reacttor and the ZN
N2FD
controller witth online idenntification methhods are descrribed;
section 3 preseents the reader with simulationn results and seection
4 concludes the current work
w
and suggeests new areas for
investigation.

2. METHOD
M
SE
ECTION
As
A can be founnd in the prevvious work (Maacků 2003) thee
desccribed batch prrocess is usedd for chromium
m sludge withh
sulphuric acid proccessing. Processs itself is strong
gly exothermic,,
hat the temperaature control is necessary. Thee change of thee
so th
chro
omium sludge input flow raate serves as a manipulatedd
variaable.
2.1 Ziegler-Nichol
Z
ls controller for second orderr processes
with
w filtration of D-componeent using Tustiin
approximation
a
n (ZN2FD)
In
I this work, ZNFD
Z
with an oonline identification method –
last squares methood (LSM) - w
was applied to
o calculate thee
mal reactor feeeding to optimizze the whole prrocess. Controll
optim
law follows:
u k = q 0 ek + q1ek −1 + q 2 ek − 2 − p1u k −1 − p 2 u k − 2

(1)

where
w
he control errror ( ek = wk − y k ) and thee
e k is th
conttroller parameters are calcuulated using the followingg
equaations:
c
1 + 2(c f + d d ) + i (1 + 2c f )
2
qo = K P
1 + 2c f

where
w

(2)

ci
− 4( c f + c d )
q1 = K P 2
1 + 2c f

(3)

c
c f (2 − ci ) + 2cd + i − 1
2
q2 = K P
1 + 2c f

(4)

i a proportionnal gain; param
is
meters ci andd
cd contain integrrative and derivvative part of controller; c j
conttains an adjustabble time constaant of the filter.
Detailed
D
descriiption can be found in (Bob
bál & Chalupa,,
2003
3).
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3. RESULTS
R
SE
ECTION
An
A identificatiion of suitablle models wh
hich accuratelyy
desccribe a batch reactor processs is essential to successfull
optim
mization and coontrol. In this sstudy, on a sem
mi-batch reactorr
by means
m
of a simuulation, Ziegler-Nichols contro
oller for secondd
ordeer processes wiith filtration off D-component (ZN2FD) wass
testeed and the effecct of various paarameters chang
ges on a qualityy
of th
he process contrrol was monitorred.

3.1 PID controller without online identification
In the previous work (Novosad, 2007), the same semi-batch
reactor was controlled by a PID controller without online
identification. ZN2FD controller used in this paper gives a
better performance of temperature profile without oscillating
and overshoots (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Comparison of the temperature profiles between ZN2FD
and PID controllers
On the other hand, the feeding profile (Fig. 2) at the
beginning of the process is better in the PID controller case.
ZN2FD controller gives some rapid changes of feeding, which
are not very suitable. However, this is valid only at the
beginning of the process control.

4. DISCUSSION SECTION
In this study, the ZN2FD controller for the temperature
control in a semi-batch reactor was demonstrated by simulation
means. Also, a controller using the online identification strategy
was implemented in our process. Two methods of identification
were tested, Least Square Method (LSM) and LSM with
exponential forgetting. However, there wasn’t any visible
improvement for simulations using the on-line identification
with exponential forgetting. It may be caused by forgotten
values from the beginning of the control process. Therefore, it
can be reported that simulation software needs all values from
the previous steps for good performance in our case of the
semi-batch reactor.
The implemented control strategy was compared also with
PID control used in the same process in the previous work
(Novosad, 2007). Based on the presented results, it can be
concluded that the proposed ZN2FD controller can effectively
overcome problems with oscillating around the desired value.
In comparison with a PID controller from the previous study,
ZNFD showed better quality of the process control.
Some other methods, which could possibly improve this
process, will be studied in the future work. Other approaches
will be applied to the batch process to find out other possible
improvements.
This paper is based on a paper presented at the conference
Process Control 2010, organised by University of Pardubice,
June 7 to 10, 2010.
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